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Abstract

In this thesis, we construct a class of quantum dynamical semigroups, called quasi-

free quantum dynamical semigroups, of the von Neumann algebra generated by an

arbitrary Weyl system, with respect to some compatible families of quasi-measures

and C0-semigroups. We then describe in concrete terms their associated subproduct

systems, in the case of irreducible Weyl systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is devoted to the study and development of a fundamental theme in

the theory of noncommutative dynamics: description and classification of product

and subproduct systems.

Initiated by R.T. Powers [48] and W. Arveson [2], the theory of noncommutative

dynamics is concerned with the study of various dissipation mechanisms and state-

time evolution phenomena associated with several quantum generalizations of the

classical time-irreversible dynamical systems, including E0-semigroups and quantum

dynamical semigroups [8]. The theory of noncommutative dynamics occupies a cen-

tral position within the fields of operator algebras and functional analysis, and has

connections with many other research areas, including classical and quantum dynam-

ical systems, ergodic theory, classical and quantum harmonic analysis, classical and
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quantum probability, and quantum mechanics. As an active area of research, the the-

ory has seen a considerable amount of progress with important contributions made

by W. Arveson [2][4][3][5][8], B.V.R. Bhat [11][12], V. Liebscher [38], R.T. Powers

[48][49], M. Skeide [53], B. Solel [52], B. Tsirelson [56], and J. Zacharias [62], among

many others.

In the theory of noncommutative dynamics, a large amount of research has been

devoted to the classification, up to conjugacy and cocycle conjugacy, of E0-semigroups

and quantum dynamical semigroups. The former objects are weak*-continuous one-

parameter semigroups of normal unital *-endomorphisms acting on von Neumann

algebras, while the latter are weak*-continuous one-parameter semigroups of normal

unital linear completely positive maps.

In Arveson’s approach to classification of E0-semigroups [2][4][3][5][8], which con-

stitutes the natural framework of this thesis, the study of cocycle conjugacy classes

of E0-semigroups acting on factors of type I∞ has been showed to be equivalent to

the study of isomorphism classes of product systems. Product systems can be loosely

defined as bundles E = {Et}t>0 of Hilbert spaces Et that satisfy associatively the

equation

Es ⊗ Et = Es+t, s, t > 0. (1.1)

The equivalence between product systems and E0-semigroups is obtained by means

of a representation theory of product systems [8].
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Similarly, quantum dynamical semigroups acting on type I∞ factors can be fully

analyzed in terms of subproduct systems [6][52][13][42], which can loosely be de-

scribed as bundles E = {Et}t>0 of Hilbert spaces Et that admit associative isometric

embeddings

Es+t ⊆ Es ⊗ Et, s, t > 0. (1.2)

As showed by B.V.R. Bhat [12] (see also [8]), quantum dynamical semigroups and

E0-semigroups are intimately related: every quantum dynamical semigroup acting on

a von Neumann algebra can be dilated to an E0-semigroup acting on a larger von

Neumann algebra, and every E0-semigroup can be contracted to a quantum dynami-

cal semigroup. This procedure, referred to as the Bhat dilation, admits an analogous

version at the level of product/subproduct systems: every subproduct system is iso-

morphic to the subproduct subsystem of a product system.

Ever since the inception of the theory of noncommutative dynamics, the prob-

lem of constructing, describing and classifying product and subproduct systems has

emerged as a pivotal issue. The main purpose of this thesis is to tackle this problem

by trying to provide an answer to the following general question:

Question 1.0.1. Given a product system {Et}t>0 and a family of probability spaces

{(Ωt, Σt, µt)}t>0, are there any relations and compatibility conditions between these

objects that would guarantee that the family of tensor product Hilbert spaces

{L2(Ω,Ft, µt)⊗ Et}t>0 (1.3)
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can be made into a subproduct system?

Partial answers to this question where given by Tsirelson [56], Arveson [7] and

Markiewicz [42], in the particular case of the trivial product system (i.e., Et = C,

for every t > 0). For example, by capitalizing on Arveson’s work [7], Markiewicz

has produced in [42] (see also [43]) the following construction. Let µ be an infinitely

divisible probability Borel measure on R2, and {Xt | t ≥ 0} be the associated Lévy

process, defined on a probability space (Ω,F ,P). If {Ft}t>0 is the smallest right-

continuous filtration of F generated by the Lévy process, then the bundle

Lµ = {L2(Ω,Ft,P)}t>0

admits a product system structure. One of the main features of this product system,

called a Lévy product system, is than it can be explicitly realized as the minimal

dilation of a concrete subproduct system. More precisely, let {µt}t≥0 be the one-

parameter semigroup of probability measures on R2 associated with {Xt | t ≥ 0}. Let

also M(f) be the symplectic Weyl-Moyal quantization of a Schwartz function f on

R2, i.e., M(f) ∈ B(L2(R2)) is the operator

M(f) =

∫
R2

f̂(x)W (x)dx,

where f̂ is the symplectic Fourier transform of the Schwartz function f , f̂(x) =∫
R2 e

2iσ2(y,x)f(y)dy, σ2 is the standard symplectic form on R2 (see Observation 2.2.5)
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and {W (x)}x∈R2 is Schrödinger’s Weyl system (see Example 2.2.26). Then the formula

τt(M(f)) = M(f ? µt), t > 0, (1.4)

defines a quantum dynamical semigroup τ = {τt}t>0 acting on B(L2(R2)), of which

concrete subproduct system has the property that its minimal dilation is exactly the

Lévy product system Lµ.

We make the important observation that the quantum dynamical semigroup τ =

{τt}t>0 acts on Weyl operators W (x) as

τt(W (x)) = Fµt(x)W (x), x ∈ R2 (1.5)

where Fµt is the symplectic characteristic function of the measure µt (see Definition

2.2.22).

Markiewicz’s construction and equation (1.5) constitute motivating examples for

our analysis in this thesis, which will lead to an answer to Question 1.0.1. This anal-

ysis can be more quickly and clearly perceived from the following summary of the

thesis.

In Chapter 2, we review some relevant facts from the theory of noncommutative

dynamics on the one side, and from symplectic functional analysis on the other side,

which will be used throughout the thesis. In Section 2.1, we review the concepts

of Stinespring representation, quantum dynamical semigroup, E0-semigroup, prod-

uct system and subproduct system; we describe their main properties and how they
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relate with each other. In Section 2.2, we describe several theories in the setting

of symplectic functional analysis. We start with an introduction to the theory of

symplectic Hilbert spaces (Z, σ) and symplectic semigroups (Section 2.2.1), followed

by an adaptation of Schwartz’s theory of cylindrical sets and cylindrical measures to

the setting of symplectic Hilbert spaces (see Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3), which culmi-

nates with the introduction of the concepts of measurable standard symplectic Hilbert

spaces Z = (Z, σ,C yl(Z)) and quasi-measures µ∗ = {µF |F ∈ Sym(Z)} with respect

to the family Sym(Z) of all finite-dimensional symplectic subspaces of a symplectic

Hilbert spaces (Z, σ). In Section 3.2.4, we briefly recall the concept of Weyl system

W = (W,H) of Weyl operators W (x), x ∈ Z, on a Hilbert space H, adapted to the

setting of measurable standard symplectic Hilbert spaces, and discuss two important

examples.

In Chapter 3, we introduce the main object of our study: quasi-free quantum

dynamical semigroups τχ = {τχ,t}t≥0 of the von Neumann algebraMW generated by

a Weyl system W = (W,H) over a measurable standard symplectic Hilbert space

Z = (Z, σ,C yl(Z)), with respect to a complete monoid homomorphism χ : [0,∞)→

QM(Z)×B(Z), where QM(Z) is the monoid of all quasi-measures on Z and B(Z)

is the algebra of all bounded linear operators on Z. For this purpose, we firstly

show in Section 3.1 that the family of L2-spaces {L2(F, µF ) |F ∈ Sym(Z)} asso-

ciated with a quasi-measure µ∗ = {µF |F ∈ Sym(Z)} forms an inductive system.
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In Section 3.2, we construct a canonical monoid homomorphism τ from QM(Z) to

the monoid CP1(MW) of all unital normal completely positive maps of MW , which

satisfies uniquely an equation of the form (1.5). We call this homomorphism the

Arveson-Weyl homomorphism. We then describe a family of Stinespring represen-

tations for each completely positive map τ(µ∗), µ∗ ∈ QM(Z), and show that this

family behaves well with respect to the inductive system discussed in Section 3.1.

In Section 3.3, we describe the structure of the continuous monoid homomorphisms

χ : [0,∞) → QM(Z) ×B(Z) by linking them to the theory of generalized Mehler

semigroups. Finally, the construction of the quasi-free quantum dynamical semi-

groups τχ = {τχ,t}t≥0 is discussed in Section 3.4.

In Chapter 4, we describe the subproduct system of the quasi-free quantum dy-

namical semigroups τχ = {τχ,t}t≥0 associated with irreducible total Weyl systems.

In Section 4.1, we identify a family of Stinespring representations of the completely

positive maps τχ,t, t > 0, of which minimality is analyzed in Section 4.2 with the help

of a new property for Weyl systems. In Section 4.3, we give an answer to Question

1.0.1, by showing that the subproduct system of the quasi-free quantum dynamical

semigroup τχ is of the form (1.3).

At this end, we emphasize that throughout this thesis all Hilbert spaces are as-

sumed separable, and all von Neumann algebras M are assumed to have a separable

predual M∗, unless otherwise stated.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries and Background

2.1 Quantum Dynamical Semigroups and E0-semigroups

2.1.1 Definitions and general properties

Let M ⊆ B(H) be a von Neumann algebra, where B(H) is the algebra of all

bounded linear operators on H. A linear map τ : M →M is said to be completely

positive if the associated map

τ ⊗ Idn : M ⊗Mn(C)→M ⊗Mn(C)

is positive, for every positive integer n. It is remarkable that every completely positive

map can be realize as the composition of a map of the form Ad(V ∗), where V is a

bounded linear operator, and a representation of M [55]. More precisely, if τ : M →

M is a completely positive map, then there exists a triple

S = (π, V,K), (2.6)
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consisting of a Hilbert space K, a bounded linear operator V : H → K of norm

‖τ(1)‖1/2, and a representation, i.e., a unital *-homomorphism, π : M → B(K)

satisfying

τ(X) = V ∗π(X)V, X ∈M. (2.7)

Definition 2.1.1. The triple (2.6) is called the Stinespring representation of

the completely positive map τ .

Note that if τ is unital, i.e., τ(1) = 1, then V is an isometry, and if τ is normal, i.e.,

continuous with respect to the weak*-topology, then the representation π is normal

as well.

Observation 2.1.2. As noted by Arveson in [1], the Stinespring representation of

a completely positive map is unique up to partial isometries, in the sense that if

S ′ = (π′, V ′, K ′) is another Stinespring representation of τ , then there exists a partial

isometry U : K → K ′ that satisfies the following properties:

UV = V ′, U∗V ′ = V, and Uπ(X) = π′(X)U, for all X ∈M. (2.8)

In particular, if S is a minimal Stinespring representation of τ , i.e., it satisfies

span{π(X)V ξ |X ∈M, ξ ∈ H} = K, (2.9)

then S is unique up to unitaries within the class of minimal Stinespring representa-

tions of τ , i.e., any two minimal Stinespring representations of the same completely

positive map are unitarily equivalent.
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Definition 2.1.3. We consider the semigroup CP1(M) of all normal unital com-

pletely positive maps on M , endowed with the p-topology [31], i.e., the locally convex

topology given by the family of seminorms {px,ϕ}x∈M,ϕ∈M∗

px,ϕ(τ) = |ϕ(τ(x))|, τ ∈ CP1(M). (2.10)

Definition 2.1.4. A quantum dynamical semigroup of M is a continuous semi-

group homomorphism τ : R+ → CP1(M). We shall use the notation

τ = {τt}t≥0

to indicate a quantum dynamical semigroup τ , where τt = τ(t), t ≥ 0.

An E0-semigroup of M is a quantum dynamical semigroup, which has the addi-

tional property that each mapping τt is an endomorphism of M , i.e.,

τt(xy) = τt(x)τt(y), x, y ∈M.

Definition 2.1.5. Let M and N be von Neumann algebras.

1) Two quantum dynamical semigroups τ = {τt}t≥0 and σ = {σt}t≥0 acting on M

and N, respectively, are said to be conjugate if there exists a ∗-isomorphism θ from

M to N such that

τt = θ−1 ◦ σt ◦ θ, t ≥ 0.

2) Two E0-semigroups α = {αt}t≥0 and β = {βt}t≥0 acting on M and N, respectively,

are said to be cocycle conjugate if α is conjugate to a cocycle perturbation β
′

of β,
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i.e., to the E0-semigroup β
′
= {β ′t}t≥0 acting on N as

β
′

t(x) = utβt(x)u∗t , x ∈ N, t ≥ 0,

where u = {ut}t≥0 is a β-cocycle, i.e., a strongly continuous family of unitaries u =

{ut}t≥0 in N that satisfies the 1-cocycle relation

us+t = usβs(ut), ∀s, t ≥ 0.

Quantum dynamical semigroups and E0-semigroups are related to each other via

the following dilation procedure:

Theorem 2.1.6 ([12][8]). Let τ = {τt}t≥0 be a quantum dynamical semigroup of a von

Neumann algebra N . Then there exists a von Neumann algebra M , an E0-semigroup

α = {αt}t≥0 of M , and a projection p ∈M satisfying the following properties:

1. N = pMp, τt(y) := pαt(y)p for all y ∈ N and t ≥ 0;

2. M is the von Neumann algebra generated by
⋃
t≥0 αt(N);

3. The central carrier of p in M is 1.

The E0-semigroup α satisfying these properties is unique up to conjugacy.

Definition 2.1.7. The triple (M, p, α) is called the Bhat dilation of the quantum

dynamical semigroup τ = {τt}t≥0.

Note that the von Neumann algebras N and M have the same type: type I, II or

III.
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Definition 2.1.8. Two quantum dynamical semigroups τ = {τt}t≥0 and σ = {σt}t≥0

acting on M and N, respectively, are said to be cocycle conjugate if their minimal

dilations are cocycle conjugate.

2.1.2 Product and subproduct systems

(i) The concrete product system of an E0-semigroup acting on B(H)

(cf. [2][8]).

Let α = {αt}t≥0 be an E0-semigroup acting on B(H). For every t > 0, consider

the linear space of intertwining operators between αt and the identity transformation,

Eα(t) := {A ∈ B(H)|αt(X)A = AX, ∀X ∈ B(H)} ⊂ B(H). (2.11)

The bundle

Eα = {Eα(t)}t>0 = {(t, A) | t > 0, A ∈ Eα(t)} (2.12)

is a Borel subset of the cartesian product of Borel spaces (0,∞)×B(H), and has the

following additional properties:

1. Each space Eα(t) is a normed-closed linear subspace of B(H), and a Hilbert

space relative to the inner product

〈A,B〉Eα(t) · 1 = B∗A; (2.13)

2. For every s, t > 0, the space Eα(s + t) is the norm-closed linear span of the

set of products {AB |A ∈ Eα(s), B ∈ Eα(t)}. In particular, the multiplication
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operators

Us,t : Eα(s)⊗ Eα(t)→ Eα(s+ t), Us,t(A⊗B) = AB, (2.14)

are unitary operators that act associatively on fibers, i.e.,

Ut1,t2+t3(1Eα(t1) ⊗ Ut2,t3) = Ut1+t2,t3(Ut1,t2 ⊗ 1Eα(t3)). (2.15)

3. The bundle Eα admits a countable Borel basis, i.e., a sequence {An}n of Borel

measurable functions An : (0,∞) → B(H) such that {An(t)}n is an orthonor-

mal basis for Eα(t), for every t > 0.

Observation 2.1.9. If {An}n is a Borel basis of Eα, then

αt(X) =
∞∑
n=1

An(t)XAn(t)∗, (2.16)

for all X ∈ B(H) and t > 0, where the infinite sum is taken with respect to the

weak*-topology.

Definition 2.1.10. [2] The Hilbert space bundle Eα = {Eα(t)}t>0 is called the con-

crete product system of the E0-semigroup α.

Theorem 2.1.11. [8, Theorem 2.4.10] Two E0-semigroups α = {αt}t≥0 and β =

{βt}t≥0 acting, respectively, on B(H) and B(K) are cocycle conjugate if and only if

their concrete product systems are isomorphic.
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(ii) The concrete subproduct system of a quantum dynamical semi-

groups acting on B(H) (cf. [6][8][52]).

Let τ = {τt}t≥0 be a quantum dynamical semigroup of B(H).

Definition 2.1.12. For every t > 0, we consider the set Qτ (t) of all operators

A ∈ B(H) for which there is a positive constant k such that the map

B(H) 3 X 7−→ kτt(X)− AXA∗ ∈ B(H)

is completely positive.

The space Qτ (t) can be realized as a Hilbert space as follows. Let St = (πt, Vt, Kt)

be the minimal Stinespring representation of τt. The intertwining space of πt and the

identity representation

Hom(Id, πt) = {X ∈ B(H,Kt) |πt(A)X = XA, ∀A ∈ B(H)} (2.17)

is a Hilbert subspace of the Banach space B(H,Kt) of all bounded linear operators

from H to Kt with respect to the inner product

〈X1, X2〉Hom(Id,πt) · 1 = X∗2X1, X1, X2 ∈ Hom(Id, πt). (2.18)

The map Ψt : Hom(Id, πt)→ Qτ (t),

Ψt(X) = V ∗t X (2.19)
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is linear and bijective. We then define an inner product on Qτ (t) by pushing forward

the inner product on Hom(Id, πt) by Ψt, i.e.,

〈Ψt(X1),Ψt(X2)〉Qτ (t) := 〈X1, X2〉Hom(Id,πt).

We note that if A = V ∗t X ∈ Qτ (t) with X ∈ Hom(Id, πt), then

‖A‖Qτ (t) = ‖X‖Hom(Id,πt) = ‖X‖ (2.20)

and

‖A‖2Qτ (t) = inf{k ≥ 0 | kτt − Ad(A) is completely positive}.

Nevertheless, the norm ‖ · ‖Qτ (t) does not agree with the uniform norm on B(H).

The bundle

Qτ = {Qτ (t)}t>0 = {(t, A) | t > 0, A ∈ Qτ (t)} (2.21)

is a Borel subset of the cartesian product of Borel spaces (0,∞)×B(H). This bundle

has the distinguished property that the multiplication operators

Vs,t : Qτ (s)⊗Qτ (t)→ Qτ (s+ t), Vs,t(A⊗B) = AB, (2.22)

are co-isometries and act associatively, i.e.,

Vt1,t2+t3(1Qτ (t1) ⊗ Vt2,t3) = Vt1+t2,t3(Vt1,t2 ⊗ 1Qτ (t3)). (2.23)

Definition 2.1.13. The Hilbert space bundle Qτ = {Qτ (t)}t>0 is called the concrete

subproduct system of the quantum dynamical semigroup τ = {τt}t≥0.
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In the noncommutative dynamics literature, the concrete subproduct systems are

also known as Arveson-Stinespring subproduct system. We prefer the name “concrete

product system” for its obvious analogy to concrete product systems.

(iii) Abstract product and subproduct systems (cf. [6][8][52]).

The concepts of concrete product system and concrete subproduct system admit a

representation-free description, as follows:

Definition 2.1.14. Let E = {Et}t≥0 be a Borel bundle of Hilbert spaces and U =

{Us,t}s,t>0 be a Borel bundle of bounded linear operators Us,t : Es ⊗ Et → Es+t satis-

fying

Ut1,t2+t3(1Et1 ⊗ Ut2,t3) = Ut1+t2,t3(Ut1,t2 ⊗ 1Et3 ), t1, t2, t3 > 0. (2.24)

We say that E is a product system if Us,t are unitary operators, for all s, t > 0.

If the operators Us,t are coisometric operators, for all s, t > 0, then E is called a

subproduct system.

Observation 2.1.15. (i) Although the above definition of a product system differs

from Arveson’s original definition in [2], these two definitions are equivalent [38]. We

also note that one can drop the Borel structure from the above definition (see [38]),

and thus one can only work with algebraic product systems.

(ii) The original definition of a subproduct system in [52] makes no references to

Borel structures, despite of the fact that the Borel structure has played an important
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role on Markiewicz’s construction of the product system dilation of a concrete sub-

product product system [42]. Nevertheless, the Borel structure in Definition 2.1.14

can be dropped (see [38] again and Theorem 2.1.17).

The following theorem by Arveson [8] is arguably one of the most important results

in the theory of noncommutative dynamics.

Theorem 2.1.16. Every product system is isomorphic to the concrete product system

of an E0-semigroup.

A similar result holds true for subproduct systems:

Theorem 2.1.17. [Arveson [6][8], Markiewicz[42], Bhat-Mukherjee[13]] Every sub-

product system is isomorphic to the concrete subproduct system of a quantum dy-

namical semigroup. Moreover, if τ = {τt}t≥0 is a quantum dynamical semigroup of

B(H) with Bhat dilation (B(K), p, α), then the concrete subproduct system Qτ of τ

is isomorphic to a subproduct subsystem of the concrete product system Eα.

2.2 Cylindrical structures in symplectic functional analysis,

and Weyl systems

2.2.1 Symplectic Hilbert spaces and symplectic semigroups

In this subsection, we shall use [40][19][17] as primary sources of information.
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Definition 2.2.1. A symplectic space is a pair Z = (Z, σ), consisting of a real

vector space Z and a symplectic form σ on Z, i.e., a bilinear, skew-symmetric, non-

degenerate mapping σ : Z × Z → R. Additionally, if (Z, 〈·, ·〉) is a real Hilbert space

and the symplectic form σ is bounded, i.e., there exists C > 0 such that

|σ(x, y)| ≤ C‖x‖‖y‖, (x, y ∈ Z),

then Z = (Z, 〈·, ·〉, σ) will be called a weak symplectic Hilbert space.

Observation 2.2.2. If Z = (Z, 〈·, ·〉, σ) is a weak symplectic Hilbert space, then

there exists a unique bounded linear operator J on Z such that

σ(x, y) = 〈Jx, y〉, x, y ∈ Z. (2.25)

Since σ is skew-symmetric and non-degenerate, the operator J is skew-hermitian, i.e.,

J∗ = −J , and Ker(J) = {0}.

Definition 2.2.3. A symplectic Hilbert space is a weak symplectic Hilbert space

Z = (Z, 〈·, ·〉, σ) of which associated operator J is invertible. Moreover, if J is

isometric, then Z is said to be a standard symplectic Hilbert space. In both

cases, the operator J will be referred to as the symplectic complex structure

associated with Z .

Observation 2.2.4 (realification and complexification). If (H, 〈·, ·〉) is a com-

plex Hilbert space, then its realification Z := HR, obtained by restriction of the scalar
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field, becomes a standard symplectic Hilbert space with respect to the inner product

Re〈·, ·〉 and the symplectic form σ = Im〈·, ·〉. In this case, the associated symplectic

complex structure J is simply the mapping Jx = −ix, x ∈ Z. Conversely, every

standard symplectic Hilbert space Z = (Z, 〈·, ·〉, σ) arises in this way. Indeed, we

firstly notice that the symplectic complex structure J associated with Z satisfies the

properties: (i) J2 = −I; (ii) σ(Jf, f) < 0, f ∈ Z, f 6= 0; and (iii) σ(f, g) = σ(Jf, Jg),

f, g ∈ Z. Consequently, Z may be complexified with respect to the complex structure

J , i.e., considered as a complex linear space ZC, by setting

(α + iβ)f := αf + βJf, α, β ∈ R, f ∈ Z.

Moreover, the form

〈f, g〉C = 〈f, g〉+ iσ(f, g) (2.26)

provides us with a complex-valued inner product on the complexification ZC, which

makes ZC into a Hilbert space. The original standard symplectic Hilbert space Z =

(Z, 〈·, ·〉, σ) may be then obtained from ZC by realification, as previously discussed.

Observations 2.2.5. (1) Any symplectic Hilbert space Z = (Z, 〈·, ·〉, σ) can be

standardized, i.e., realized as a standard symplectic Hilbert space Zs = (Z, 〈·, ·〉s, σ)

with respect to the inner product

〈f, g〉s = 〈|J |f, g〉, (2.27)
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where |J | =
√
J∗J. In this case, the complex structure Js associated with Zs and the

complex structure J associated with Z are related via the formula

Js = |J |−1J.

(2) Two symplectic Hilbert spaces Z1 = (Z1, 〈·, ·〉1, σ1) and Z2 = (Z2, 〈·, ·〉2, σ2) are

symplectically isomorphic iff the Hilbert spaces Z1 and Z2 have the same dimensions.

In particular, any finite dimensional symplectic Hilbert space Z = (Z, 〈·, ·〉, σ) is

symplectically isomorphic to the symplectic Hilbert space Z2n := (R2n, 〈·, ·〉2n, σ2n),

for some n ∈ N, where

σ2n((x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn), (x′1, . . . , x
′
n, y

′
1, . . . , y

′
n)) =

n∑
i=1

(x′iyi − xiy′i) .

The symplectic Hilbert space Z2n := (R2n, 〈·, ·〉2n, σ2n) will be referred to as the 2n-

dimensional standard symplectic Hilbert space.

(3) If Z is a real Hilbert space, then the direct sum Z ⊕ Z is a standard symplectic

Hilbert space with respect to the symplectic form

σ(z1 ⊕ w1, z2 ⊕ w2) = 〈J(z1 ⊕ w1), z2 ⊕ w2〉 = 〈z1, w2〉 − 〈w1, z2〉,

where J(z ⊕ w) = (−w)⊕ z.

Definition 2.2.6. Let Z = (Z, 〈·, ·〉, σ) be a symplectic Hilbert space. A one-

parameter semigroup S = {St}t≥0 of linear continuous operators St : Z → Z is

said to be symplectic if

σ(Stx, Sty) = σ(x, y), for all x, y ∈ Z.
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The semigroup S = {St}t≥0 is called a complexifiable semigroup if each operator

St commutes with J .

Examples 2.2.7. (1) [58] [16, Prop. 7] Consider the 2-dimensional standard sym-

plectic Hilbert space Z2 := (R2, 〈·, ·〉2, σ2).

(i) If St(x) = e−λtx, λ > 0, t ≥ 0, x ∈ R2, then S = {St}t≥0 is a complexifiable

semigroup. However this semigroup is not symplectic.

(ii) If St(x) = x+ 2tkσ2(x, e2)e2, k > 0, x ∈ R2, then S is a symplectic semigroup.

This semigroup is not complexifiable.

(2) If H is a complex Hilbert space, finite or infinite dimensional, then every one-

parameter semigroup S = {St}t≥0 of bounded linear operators on H becomes a com-

plexifiable semigroup when considered on the realification Z = HR of H. Moreover,

if St are isometries, then S = {St}t≥0 is a symplectic semigroup on Z.

2.2.2 Cylindrical structures on standard symplectic Hilbert

spaces

In this section, we adapt the theory of cylinder sets and cylindrical functions (see

[50][27][57][54]) to the setting of standard symplectic Hilbert spaces.

Let Z = (Z, 〈·, ·〉, σ) be a standard symplectic Hilbert space, finite or infinite

dimensional. A closed linear subspace F of Z is said to be a symplectic subspace
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if σ restricts to a symplectic form on F .

Consider the family Sym(Z) of all finite-dimensional symplectic subspaces F of

Z. The family Sym(Z) is directed by inclusion, in the sense that if F1, F2 ∈ Sym(Z),

then there exists F3 ∈ Sym(Z) such that F3 ⊃ F1 ∪F2, and absorbing [44, 2.1.1], i.e.,

Z =
⋃

F∈Sym(Z)

F . (2.28)

Let Bor(Z) be the Borel σ-algebra on Z. For each F ∈ Sym(Z), F ∼= Rdim(F ), let

Bor∗(F ) be the pull-back σ-algebra of Bor(F ) on Z by the orthogonal projection pF

onto F i.e.,

Bor∗(F ) = {p−1F (B) |B ∈ Bor(F )}. (2.29)

Sets of the form p−1F (B), B ∈ Bor(F ), will be called cylinder sets with base B in

F . Define

C yl(Z) =
⋃

F∈Sym(Z)

Bor∗(F ). (2.30)

Then C yl(Z) is an algebra of sets in Z, called the algebra of cylinder sets of Z.

Observation 2.2.8. Although C yl(Z) is not necessarily a σ-algebra, the σ-algebra

generated by C yl(Z) coincides with the Borel σ-algebra Bor(Z) [27].

Definition 2.2.9. A standard symplectic Hilbert space considered together with its

algebra of cylinder sets will be referred to as a measurable standard symplectic

Hilbert space.
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We shall use the notation Z = (Z,C yl(Z)), or Z = (Z, σ,C yl(Z)) when the

symplectic structure is needed, to indicate a measurable standard symplectic Hilbert

space.

Definition 2.2.10. Let (Z1,C yl(Z1)) and (Z2,C yl(Z2)) be two measurable standard

symplectic Hilbert spaces. A linear map T : Z1 → Z2 is said to be cylindrically

measurable if for every F2 ∈ F in(Z2) there exists F1 ∈ F in(Z1) such that T is

Bor∗(F1)−Bor∗(F2) measurable.

It is clear that continuous linear operators are cylindrically measurable, and

that cylindrically measurable maps are automatically C yl(Z1)−C yl(Z2) measurable.

However the converse of these two statements are not necessarily true [27].

Definition 2.2.11. Let (Z,C yl(Z)) be a measurable standard symplectic Hilbert

space, and (Ω,Σ) be a measurable space. A map f : Z → Ω is said to be a cylindri-

cal map if there exists F ∈ Sym(Z) such that f is Bor∗(F ) − Σ measurable. The

family of all complex-valued bounded cylindrical functions on a measurable Hilbert

space (Z,C yl(Z)) will be denoted by L0(Z).

Observation 2.2.12. Every cylindrical map has the form

f = fF ◦ PF (2.31)

for some F ∈ Sym(Z), where fF is a measurable function from (F,Bor(F )) to (Ω,Σ)

and pF is the orthogonal projection onto F . The family {fF}F∈Sym(Z) is called the
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system of finite dimensional projections of f .

2.2.3 Quasi-measures on measurable standard symplectic Hilbert

spaces

The theory of quasi-measures (or cylindrical measures) was developed by L. Schwartz

in the 1960’s (see [50]). In this subsection, we apply the general principles of this the-

ory to the particular setting of measurable standard symplectic Hilbert spaces ( see

also [27][57][54] for more information).

Definition 2.2.13. Let (Z,C yl(Z)) be a measurable standard symplectic Hilbert

space. A quasi-measure on (Z,C yl(Z)) is a family µ∗ = {µF |F ∈ Sym(Z)}

of Borel probability measures µF on F that satisfy the compatibility condition

µF (B) = µG
(
p−1F (B) ∩G

)
, (2.32)

for every B ∈ Bor(F ) and F, G ∈ Sym(Z), F ⊂ G. The family of all quasi-measures

on (Z,C yl(Z)) will be denoted QM(Z).

Every quasi-measure can be regarded as an additive set function on the algebra

C yl(Z), as seen in the following definition.

Definition 2.2.14. If µ∗ = {µF |F ∈ Sym(Z)} ∈ QM(Z), then the formula

µ
(
p−1F (B)

)
:= µF (B), B ∈ Bor(F ), (2.33)
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defines uniquely a finitely additive set function on the algebra C yl(Z).The function µ

is called the pre-measure associated with the quasi-measure µ∗ = {µF |F ∈

Sym(Z)}. The measures µF are called the projections of the pre-measure µ

onto the subspaces F .

Observation 2.2.15. (1) If the pre-measure µ is σ-additive, then it admits an ex-

tension to a Borel measure on Z. Conversely, every Borel measure µ on Z induces a

quasi-measure µ∗ = {µF |F ∈ Sym(Z)} on (Z,C yl(Z)), where each µF is defined as

in (2.33).

(2) Note that the pre-measure of a quasi-measure µ∗ = {µF |F ∈ Sym(Z)} is not nec-

essarily σ-additive. For example, the standard Gaussian quasi-measure γ∗ = {γF |F ∈

Sym(Z)}, where

γF (B) =
1

2πn

∫
B

exp

(
−1

2
‖x‖2

)
dx, B ∈ Bor(F ),

where n = dim(F )/2, does not extend to a Borel measure [54].

Any quasi-measure can be transferred between measurable standard symplectic

Hilbert spaces by means of cylindrically measurable maps.

Definition 2.2.16. Let (Z,C yl(Z)) and (Z1,C yl(Z1)) be two measurable standard

symplectic Hilbert spaces, µ∗ = {µF |F ∈ Sym(Z)} be a quasi-measure on Z with

associated pre-measure µ, and T : Z −→ Z1 be a cylindrically measurable map. The

push-forward quasi-measure of µ∗ by T is the quasi-measure µT∗ = {µTF1
|F1 ∈
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Sym(Z1)} on Z1, defined as

µTF1
(B) := µ(T−1(p−1F1

(B))), B ∈ Bor(F1),

for every F1 ∈ Sym(Z1).

Observation 2.2.17. It is clear that the push-forward quasi-measure satisfies

µST∗ = (µT∗ )S

for any two cylindrically measurable maps T : Z → Z1 and S : Z1 → Z2.

Every cylindrical function of a measurable standard symplectic Hilbert space can

be integrated with respect to a quasi-measure.

Definition 2.2.18. Let (Z,C yl(Z)) be a measurable standard symplectic Hilbert

space, µ∗ = {µF |F ∈ Sym(Z)} ∈ QM(Z), and f ∈ L0(Z) be a cylindrical func-

tion on Z with associated system of finite dimensional projections {fF}F∈Sym(Z). The

integral of f with respect to µ∗ is defined as∫
Z

f(x) dµ∗(x) :=

∫
F

fF (x) dµF (x). (2.34)

Observation 2.2.19. (1) The above definition is independent of the subspace F on

which f is based, due to (2.32).

(2) If µ is a Borel measure on Z with associated quasi-measure µ∗ = {µF |F ∈

Sym(Z)}, then ∫
Z

f(x) dµ(x) =

∫
Z

f(x) dµ∗(x).
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Definition 2.2.20. Let (Z,C yl(Z)) be a measurable standard symplectic Hilbert

space. The convolution product of two quasi-measures µ∗ and ν∗ on Z,

µ∗ ? ν∗

is defined as the push-forward quasi-measure of the product quasi-measure µ∗× ν∗ on

the cartesian measurable standard symplectic Hilbert space (Z×Z,C yl(Z)×C yl(Z))

by the cylindrically measurable map

Z × Z 3 (x, y)→ x+ y ∈ Z.

Observation 2.2.21. (1) If µ∗, ν∗ ∈ QM(Z), then

(µ∗ ? ν∗)(C) =

∫
Z

µ(C − x) dν∗(x) =

∫
Z

ν(C − x) dµ∗(x), (2.35)

for every C ∈ C yl(Z) and x ∈ Z, where µ and ν are the pre-measures associated

with µ∗, respectively ν∗. Note that the integrals above are well-defined because the

functions x 7→ µ(C − x) and x 7→ ν(C − x) are cylindrical. Furthermore we have

∫
Z

h(x) d(µ∗ ? ν∗)(x) =

∫
Z

∫
Z

h(x+ y) dµ∗(x) dν∗(y) (2.36)

for every h ∈ L0(Z).

One can also define the convolution f ? µ∗ of a function f ∈ L0(Z) and a quasi-

measure µ∗ as

f ? µ∗(x) =

∫
Z

f(x− y)dµ∗(y), x ∈ Z. (2.37)
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Note that f ? µ∗ ∈ L0(Z).

(2) It is readily seen that (QM(Z), ?) is an abelian monoid with identity δ0, the Dirac

measure concentrated at zero, and that

(µ∗ ? ν∗)
T = µT∗ ? ν

T
∗ , (2.38)

for every cylindrically measurable linear map T on Z. Moreover QM(Z) becomes a

topological monoid when equipped with the weak∗-topology, i.e., the locally convex

topology given by family of seminorms {ph}h∈L0(Z)

ph(µ∗) =

∫
Z

|h(x)|dµ∗(x), µ∗ ∈ QM(Z).

Definition 2.2.22. Let (Z,C yl(Z)) be a measurable standard symplectic Hilbert space

and µ∗ ∈ QM(Z). The characteristic function of µ∗ is the function

µ̂∗(x) =

∫
Z

ei〈x,y〉 dµ∗(y), x ∈ Z. (2.39)

The map µ∗ 7−→ µ̂∗ is called the Fourier transform. The symplectic characteristic

function of µ∗ is defined as the characteristic function of the push-forward quasi-

measure µJ
∗
∗ = {µJ∗F |F ∈ Sym(Z)} of µ∗ by the adjoint J∗ = −J of the complex

structure J associated with the symplectic space (Z, σ). When no confusion arises,

we shall use the notation Fµ∗ for the symplectic characteristic function of µ∗.

Observation 2.2.23. (i) As in the classical case of Borel measures, the Fourier

transform of quasi-measures is injective and satisfies the property

µ̂∗ ? ν∗ = µ̂∗ν̂∗, (2.40)
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for any two quasi-measures µ∗ and ν∗.

(ii)The following expression for the symplectic characteristic function can be readily

obtained from the original definition: for every x ∈ Z, one has

Fµ∗(x) = (µ̂∗ ◦ J)(x) =

∫
Z

eiσ(x,y) dµ∗(y) (2.41)

We end this subsection with the following Bochner-type characterization of the

characteristic functions (see [61, Lemma 37.4] or [57, Proposition 4.1] for a proof.)

Theorem 2.2.24. Let (Z,C yl(Z)) be a measurable standard symplectic Hilbert space.

A complex-valued function ϕ on Z is the characteristic function of a quasi-measure

µ∗ on Z if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:

(i) ϕ(0) = 1;

(ii) ϕ is positive definite, i.e.,
∑n

k,j λkλ̄j ϕ(zk − zj) ≥ 0, for all λ1, ..., λn ∈ C and

z1, ..., zn ∈ Z.

(iii) ϕ is continuous at 0 in the finite topology, i.e., for every F ∈ Sym(Z), ϕ �F is

continuous at 0.

2.2.4 Weyl systems

In this subsection, we recall the definition of a Weyl system, and discuss two

important examples of irreducible Weyl systems. For additional information, we refer

the reader to [9][61] and [23].
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Definition 2.2.25. Let Z = (Z, σ,C yl(Z)) be a measurable standard symplectic

Hilbert space, finite or infinite dimensional. A Weyl system over Z is a pair

W = (W,H) consisting of a complex Hilbert space H and a continuous mapping

W from Z, topologized with the finite topology, to the unitary group U (H) on H,

topologized with the strong operator topology, which satisfies the Weyl relation

W (x)W (y) = e
i
2
σ(x,y)W (x+ y), for all x, y ∈ Z. (2.42)

The Weyl system W is said to be irreducible if no non-trivial closed linear subspace

of H is invariant under all the operators W (x), or equivalently that

MW = B(H),

where MW is the von Neumann algebra generated by W, i.e.,

MW = {W (x) |x ∈ Z}′′. (2.43)

It is well-known that any two irreducible Weyl systems over a finite dimensional

measurable standard symplectic Hilbert space are unitarily equivalent, by Stone-von

Neumann theorem. Nevertheless, there are uncountably many non-equivalent irre-

ducible Weyl systems over any infinite dimensional measurable standard symplectic

Hilbert space [61][23][9].

The following two examples are the canonical examples of irreducible Weyl systems

over a finite dimensional, respectively an infinite dimensional, measurable standard

symplectic Hilbert space.
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Example 2.2.26 (the Schrödinger system [9]). Let Z2n := (R2n, 〈·, ·〉2n, σ2n) be the

2n-dimensional standard Hilbert symplectic space. For every a, b, x ∈ Rn and ψ ∈

L2(Rn), define

[W2n(a+ ib)ψ](x) = exp
(
−i〈x+

a

2
, b〉
)
ψ(x+ a).

Then S2n := (W2n, L
2(Rn)) is an irreducible Weyl system over Z2n, referred to as

the Schrödinger system.

Observation 2.2.27. The Schrödinger system admits the following equivalent de-

scription, which paves the way for construction of infinite-dimensional irreducible

Weyl systems. Let µ be a quasi-invariant regular measure on Rn that is quasi-

invariant, in the sense that µ and its translate µa, defined by µa(B) = µ(a + B),

for any Borel set B, are mutually absolutely continuous for every a ∈ Rn. Consider

the unitary representations U, V : Rn → B(L2(Rn, µ)), defined for every a, b, x ∈ Rn

and ψ ∈ L2(Rn, µ) as

(U(a)ψ)(x) = ψ(x+ a)

[
dµa
dµ

(x)

] 1
2

(V (b)ψ)(x) = exp(i〈b, x〉)ψ(x).

It is readily seen that U and V satisfy Weyl’s canonical commutation relation

U(a)V (b) = exp(i〈a, b〉)V (b)U(a).

Consequently the expression

Wµ(a⊕ b) = exp(i/2〈a, b〉)U(a)V (−b), a, b ∈ Rn,
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defines a Weyl system Sµ = (Wµ, L
2(Rn, µ)) over the symplectic space Rn⊕Rn ∼= Z2n,

which acts as

[Wµ(a⊕ b)ψ](x) = exp
(
−i〈x+

a

2
, b〉
)[dµa

dµ
(x)

] 1
2

ψ(x+ a),

for every a, b, x ∈ Rn and ψ ∈ L2(Rn, µ). We notice that that Sµ = S2n, if µ is

the Lebesgue measure on Rn. Moreover, since any quasi-invariant regular measure on

Rn is mutually absolutely continuous with the Lebesgue measure, it follows that the

Weyl systems Sµ and S2n are unitarily equivalent.

Example 2.2.28 (Segal’s real wave representation [9][61]). Let Z be a separable

real Hilbert space and γQ be a centered non-degenerate Gaussian measure on Z with

covariance operator Q. Consider the associated Cameron-Martin space

H(γQ) := Q1/2(Z)

with inner product 〈·, ·〉Q = 〈Q−1/2·, Q−1/2·〉 and isometric embedding R : H(γQ) →

L2(Z, γQ),

Rh(x) = 〈x,Q−1/2h〉, h ∈ H(γQ), x ∈ Z. (2.44)

The Cameron-Martin space H(γQ) can also be characterized as the space of all vectors

h in Z that have the property that the push-forward measure γQ ◦T
−1
h (= γh,Q) of the

translation Thx = x+ h is equivalent to γQ.

Using this characterization, one can consider the pair of unitary representations
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U, V : H(γQ)→ B(L2(Z, γQ)),

(U(a)ψ)(x) = ψ(x+ a)

[
dγa,Q
dγQ

(x)

] 1
2

(V (b)ψ)(x) = eiRb(x)ψ(x),

defined for all a, b ∈ H(γQ), ψ ∈ L2(Z,NQ) and x ∈ Z. It follows that U and V

satisfy Weyl’s canonical commutation relations, i.e.,

U(a)V (b) = exp (i〈a, b〉Q)V (b)U(a), a, b ∈ H(γQ).

Consequently, by setting as before

Wrw(a⊕ b) = exp

(
1

2
i〈a, b〉Q

)
U(a)V (−b),

we obtain thatWrw = (Wrw, L
2(Z, γQ)) is a Weyl system over the infinite dimensional

measurable standard symplectic Hilbert space H(γQ)⊕H(γQ), referred to as the Segal

real wave representation.

We note that the Segal real wave representation is irreducible, and that restriction

of the Weyl operators Wrw to any finite dimensional symplectic subspaces of H(γQ)⊕

H(γQ) gives rise to a Weyl system that is unitarily equivalent to the Schrödinger

system.
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Chapter 3

Quasi-free quantum dynamical semigroups

3.1 The inductive system of L2-spaces associated with a quasi-

measure

Every quasi-measure µ∗ = {µF |F ∈ Sym(Z)} on a measurable standard symplec-

tic Hilbert space Z = (Z, σ,C yl(Z)) gives rise to the family of Hilbert spaces

L2(F, µF ), F ∈ Sym(Z) (3.45)

of complex-valued µF -square integrable functions on F . This family admits a natural

inductive structure, which is described by the following proposition:

Proposition 3.1.1. Let Z = (Z, σ,C yl(Z)) be a measurable standard symplectic

Hilbert space and µ∗ = {µF |F ∈ Sym(Z)} be a quasimeasure on Z . For every F, G ∈

Sym(Z), F ⊆ G, consider the connecting operator IF,G : L2(F, µF ) → L2(G, µG),
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defined as

IF,G(f) = f ◦ PG,F , f ∈ L2(F, µF ), (3.46)

where PG,F is the orthogonal projection of G onto F . Then the system

L = {L2(F, µF ), IF,G |F, G ∈ Sym(Z), F ⊆ G} (3.47)

is an inductive system of Hilbert spaces.

Proof. We start by observing that the operators IF,G are isometries, a fact that is a

direct consequence of the compatibility condition (2.32). Indeed, if f ∈ L2(F, µF ),

then

‖IF,G(f)‖2 =

∫
G

|f(PG,Fy)|2dµG(y) =

∫
F

|f(x)|2dµF (x) = ‖f‖2.

It is also clear that IF,H = IG,H ◦ IF,G, for every F ⊆ G ⊆ H, and thus L is an

inductive system of Hilbert spaces. �

Definition 3.1.2. The generalized L2-space L2(Z, µ∗) of the quasimeasure µ∗

is defined as the inductive limit

L2(Z, µ∗) = lim−→
F∈Sym(Z)

L2(F, µF )

of the inductive system L .

Note that the Hilbert space L2(Z, µ∗) is separable because Z is separable.

It follows from the general construction of the inductive limit of an inductive
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system of Hilbert spaces that there exists a family {IF}F∈Sym(Z) of isometries

IF : L2(F, µF )→ L2(Z, µ∗) (3.48)

satisfying the following conditions:

1. IG ◦ IF,G = IF , for all F ⊆ G, F, G ∈ Sym(Z);

2. the space
⋃
F∈Sym(Z) IF (L2(F, µF )) is everywhere dense in L2(Z, µ∗).

The family {IF}F∈Sym(Z) determines the generalized L2-space uniquely, up to a unitary

transformation.

Observation 3.1.3. Let H be a separable Hilbert space. For every F ∈ Sym(Z),

we identify the tensor product Hilbert space L2(F, µF ) ⊗ H with the Hilbert space

L2(F, µF ;H) of all H-valued µF -square integrable functions on F via the equation

(f ⊗ ξ)(x) = f(x)ξ, ξ ∈ H, f ∈ L2(F, µF ), x ∈ F. (3.49)

Using this identification and the uniqueness property of the inductive limit construc-

tion, one can realize the Hilbert space L2(Z, µ∗)⊗H as

L2(Z, µ∗)⊗H = lim−→
F∈Sym(Z)

L2(F, µF )⊗H (3.50)

= lim−→
F∈Sym(Z)

L2(F, µF ;H),

where the connecting operators of the inductive system {L2(F, µF )⊗H |F ∈ Sym(Z)}

are defined by taking the tensor product of (3.46) with the identity operator, and the
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connecting operators of the inductive system {L2(F, µF ;H) |F ∈ Sym(Z)} are given

by (3.46) for H-valued functions.

3.2 The Arveson-Weyl homomorphism and its Stinespring

representations

Our results, in this section, have been primarily motivated by the work of W.

Arveson on the heat flow of the CCR algebra [7]. More precisely, Arveson has

showed in [7, Proposition 1.7] that if (W,H) is an irreducible Weyl system over the

2-dimensional standard symplectic Hilbert space Z2 := (R2, 〈·, ·〉2, σ2), then one can

associate to each positive measure µ on R2 a unique normal completely positive map

φµ : B(H)→ B(H) that satisfies the equation

φµ(W (x)) = Fµ(x)W (x), x ∈ R2.

Furthermore, the maping µ 7−→ φµ is homomorphic, in the sense φµ ◦ φν = φµ?ν , for

any two positive measure µ and ν on R2.

The following theorem, which is the main result of this section, extends Arve-

son’s above-mentioned result to the case of arbitrary measurable standard symplectic

Hilbert spaces, arbitrary Weyl systems, and quasi-measures.

Theorem 3.2.1. Let Z = (Z, σ,C yl(Z)) be a measurable standard symplectic Hilbert

space and W = (W,H) be a Weyl system over Z acting on a separable Hilbert space
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H. IfMW is the von Neumann generated byW, then there exists a unique continuous

monoid homomorphism τ : QM(Z)→ CP1(MW) satisfying

τ(µ∗)(W (x)) = Fµ∗(x)W (x), (3.51)

for every µ∗ ∈ QM(Z) and x ∈ Z.

Proof. Let ξ, η ∈ H be two arbitrary vectors, and X be a bounded linear operator

on H. Since the Weyl mapping W is continuous with respect to the finite topology,

it follows that the function

x 7→ 〈W (x)∗XW (x)ξ, η〉

is cylindrical. Moreover, for every µ∗ ∈ QM(Z), we have∣∣∣∣∫
Z

〈W (x)∗XW (x)ξ, η〉dµ∗(x)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫
Z

|〈W (x)∗XW (x)ξ, η〉| dµ∗(x)

≤ ‖X‖‖ξ‖‖η‖.

Therefore the form

(ξ, η) 7−→
∫
Z

〈W (x)∗XW (x)ξ, η〉dµ∗(x)

is a bounded sesquilinear form on H × H. It then follows from the Riesz represen-

tation theorem for bounded sesquilinear forms that there exists a unique operator

τ(µ∗)(X) ∈ B(H) such that

〈τ(µ∗)(X)ξ, η〉 =

∫
Z

〈W (x)∗XW (x)ξ, η〉dµ∗(x), (3.52)
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for all ξ, η ∈ H. For simplicity, we shall write equation (3.52) in the weak*-integral

form

τ(µ∗)(X) =

∫
Z

W (x)∗XW (x)dµ∗(x). (3.53)

It is clear that τ(µ∗)(X) ∈MW if X ∈MW , and τ(δ0) = IdMW . We also note that

τ(µ∗)(W (x)) =

∫
Z

W (z)∗W (x)W (z)dµ∗(z)

=

∫
Z

e
i
2
σ(−z,x)e

i
2
σ(−z+x,z)W (x)dµ∗(z)

=

∫
Z

eiσ(x,z)W (x)dµ∗(z) = Fµ∗(x)W (x),

which proves (3.51). Furthermore

τ(µ∗ ? ν∗)(X) =

∫
Z

W (y)∗XW (y)d(µ∗ ? ν∗)(y)

=

∫
Z

∫
Z

W (x+ y)∗XW (x+ y)dν∗(y)dµ∗(x)

=

∫
Z

W (x)∗
(∫

Z

W (y)∗XW (y)dν∗(y)

)
W (x)dµ∗(x)

= τ(µ∗)τ(ν∗)(X),

for all µ∗, ν∗ ∈ QM(Z). Consequently the map µ∗ 7→ τ(µ∗) defines a semigroup ho-

momorphism from (QM(Z), ?) to the semigroup of all bounded linear maps onMW .

Next we show that the map τ(µ∗) : MW → MW is (i) normal; and (ii) com-

pletely positive, for every µ∗ ∈ QM(Z). For (i), we prove that if {Xn}n≥0 ⊂MW is a

bounded weak*-convergent sequence of bounded linear operators, then the sequence

{τ(µ∗)(Xn)}n∈N is weak*-convergent. Since the weak*-topology and the weak opera-

tor topology (wot) coincide on any bounded ball of B(H), it is enough to show that
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if {Xn}n≥0 is a bounded wot-convergent sequence in MW , then {τ(µ∗)(Xn)}n∈N is

wot-convergent. For this purpose, let {Xn}n≥0 be such a sequence. It is clear that the

sequence {W (x)∗XnW (x)}n∈N is wot-convergent, for every x ∈ Z. Since the sequence

of cylindrical functions x 7→ 〈W (x)∗XnW (x)ξ, η〉 is bounded by the constant function

Z 3 x 7→
(

sup
n∈N
‖Xn‖

)
‖ξ‖‖η‖,

for every ξ, η ∈ H, we deduce from the dominated convergence theorem that

{τ(µ∗)(Xn)}n∈N is also wot-convergent. Therefore τ(µ∗) is normal.

To prove that τ(µ∗) is completely positive, it is enough to show that it admits a

Stinespring representation. For this purpose, let F ∈ Sym(Z) be fixed. We consider

the linear map πF :MW → B(L2(F, µF ;H)),

(πF (X)f)(x) = W (x)∗XW (x)f(x), (3.54)

defined for all X ∈ MW , f ∈ L2(F, µF ;H), and x ∈ F . Then πF is a representation

of the von Neumann algebra MW on the Hilbert space L2(F, µF ;H). Indeed, we

firstly note that

‖πF (X)f‖2 =

∫
F

‖W (x)∗XW (x)f(x)‖2dµF (x)

≤ ‖X‖2‖f‖2,

i.e., ‖πF (X)‖ ≤ ‖X‖. It is also clear that πF is multiplicative and involutive, and

thus π is a representation.
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Next, consider the isometric operator VF : H → L2(F, µF ;H),

(VF ξ)(x) = ξ, (3.55)

defined for every ξ ∈ H and x ∈ F, and claim that the triple

(πF , VF , L
2(F, µF ;H)) (3.56)

is a Stinespring representation of τ(µ∗). For this purpose, let ξ, η ∈ H and X ∈MW .

We then have

〈V ∗FπF (X)VF ξ, η〉 =

∫
F

〈(πF (X)VF ξ)(x), VFη(x)〉 dµF (x)

=

∫
F

〈W (x)∗XW (x)ξ, η〉 dµF (x)

(3.52)
= 〈τ(µ∗)(A)ξ, η〉,

which proves our claim. Therefore τ(µ∗) is completely positive.

Finally, the continuity of τ with respect to the weak*-topology on QM(Z) and

the p-topology on CP1(MW), as well as the uniqueness of τ follow directly from its

definition. �

Definition 3.2.2. The continuous monoid homomorphism τ obtained in the previous

theorem will be called the Arveson-Weyl homomorphism associated with the

Weyl system W = (W,H).

Next, we will concentrate on the family of Stinespring representations

{(πF , VF , L2(F, µF ;H)) |F ∈ Sym(Z)} (3.57)
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of the completely positive map τ(µ∗), constructed in (3.56). This family forms an

inductive system in the following sense:

Proposition 3.2.3. Let πF and VF defined as in (3.54), resp. (3.55). Then the

families {πF}F∈Sym(Z) and {VF}F∈Sym(Z) are compatible with the inductive system of

Hilbert spaces {L2(F, µF ;H) | , F ∈ Sym(Z)}, in the sense that if F ⊆ G, F, G ∈

Sym(Z), and X ∈MW , then the following two diagrams are commutative,

L2(G, µG;H)

≈

πG(X) // L2(G, µG;H)

L2(F, µF ;H)
πF (X)

//

IF,G⊗1H

OO

L2(F, µF ;H)

IF,G⊗1H

OO
(3.58)

and

H

≈

VG // L2(G, µG;H)

H
VF

// L2(F, µF ;H)

IF,G⊗1H

OO
(3.59)

where IF,G : L2(F, µF )→ L2(G, µG) is the connecting isometry (3.46).

Proof. To prove (3.58), let us start by fixing an element X ∈ MW and two vectors

ξ, η ∈ H. Consider again the cylindrical function

Z 3 x 7−→ f̃(x) := 〈W (x)∗XW (x)ξ, η〉,
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and let {f̃F}F∈Sym(Z) be its associated system of finite dimensional projections (see

Observation 2.2.12), i.e., f̃F = f̃ |F . Then f̃ = f̃F ◦ PF for every F ∈ Sym(Z), and

f̃F ◦ PG,F = f̃G, for every F ⊆ G.

Let now f ∈ L2(F, µF ), g ∈ L2(G, µG). Then we have

〈(IF,G ⊗ 1H)πF (X)(f ⊗ ξ), g ⊗ η〉L2(G,µG;H)

= 〈πF (X)(f ⊗ ξ), I∗F,G g ⊗ η〉L2(F,µF ;H)

=

∫
F

〈πF (X)(f ⊗ ξ)(x), (I∗F,G g ⊗ η)(x)〉HdµF (x)

=

∫
F

f(x)(I∗F,G g)(x)f̃F (x)dµF (x)

=

∫
G

f(PG,F (x))(I∗F,G g)(PG,F (x))f̃F (PG,F (x))dµG(x)

=

∫
G

IF,G(f)(x)g(x)f̃G(x)dµG(x)

=

∫
G

〈W (x)∗XW (x)IF,G(f)(x)ξ, g(x)η〉HdµG(x)

= 〈πG(X) (IF,G ⊗ 1H) (f ⊗ ξ), g ⊗ η〉L2(G,µG;H),

which proves (3.58).

We proceed similarly to prove (3.59). Let g ∈ L2(G, µG). Then

〈(IF,G ⊗ 1H)VF ξ, g ⊗ η〉L2(G,µG;H)

= 〈VF ξ, I∗F,G g ⊗ η〉L2(F,µF ;H)

=

∫
F

〈VF ξ(x), (I∗F,G g ⊗ η)(x)〉H dµF (x)

=

∫
F

〈ξ, (I∗F,G g)(x)η〉H dµF (x)
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=

∫
G

〈ξ, (I∗F,G g)(PG,F (x))η〉H dµG(x)

=

∫
G

〈ξ, g(x)η〉H dµG(x)

=

∫
G

〈VGξ(x), (g ⊗ η)(x)〉H dµG(x)

= 〈VGξ, g ⊗ η〉L2(G,µG;H).

The proof is complete. �

We immediately infer from Proposition 3.2.3 that the inductive limits

π̃ := lim−→
F∈Sym(Z)

πF , and Ṽ := lim−→
F∈Sym(Z)

VF (3.60)

of the inductive families {πF |F ∈ Sym(Z)} and {VF |F ∈ Sym(Z)}, respectively,

exist. More precisely, π̃ is the (unique) representation of the von Neumann algebra

MW on the Hilbert space L2(Z, µ∗)⊗H that satisfies

π̃(A)(IF ⊗ 1H) = (IF ⊗ 1H)πF (A), A ∈MW , F ∈ Sym(Z), (3.61)

and Ṽ : H → L2(Z, µ∗)⊗H is the (unique) isometry that satisfies

Ṽ = (IF ⊗ 1H)VF , F ∈ Sym(Z). (3.62)

Proposition 3.2.4. The triple (π̃, Ṽ , L2(Z, µ∗)⊗H) is a Stinespring representation

of the completely positive map τ(µ∗).
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Proof. For every X ∈MW one has

Ṽ ∗π̃(X)Ṽ = V ∗F (I∗F ⊗ 1H)π̃(X)(IF ⊗ 1H)VF = V ∗FπF (X)VF = τ(µ∗)(X),

i.e., (π̃, Ṽ , L2(Z, µ∗)⊗H) is the Stinespring representation of τ(µ∗). �

3.3 The monoid QM(Z)×B(Z) and its R+-homomorphisms

Consider a measurable standard symplectic Hilbert space Z = (Z, σ,C yl(Z)).

The monoid B(Z) of all continuous linear operators on the Hilbert space Z acts

naturally on the monoid (QM(Z), ?) of all quasimeasures on (Z,C yl(Z)), the action

being given by the push-forward quasimeasure operation

B(Z)×QM(Z) 3 (T, µ∗) 7−→ Tµ∗ := µT∗ ∈ QM(Z). (3.63)

We equip the cartesian product QM(Z)×B(Z) with the binary operation

(µ∗, S) ◦ (ν∗, T ) := (µ∗ ? S
∗ν∗, TS), (3.64)

defined for all µ∗, ν∗ ∈ QM(Z) and S, T ∈ B(Z), where S∗ is the adjoint of S.

Lemma 3.3.1. (QM(Z)×B(Z), ◦) is a monoid.

Proof. Using Observation 2.2.17 and (2.38), we deduce that

(ρ∗, R) ◦ [(µ∗, S) ◦ (ν∗, T )] = (ρ∗ ? R
∗µ∗ ? R

∗S∗ν∗, TSR) = [(ρ∗, R) ◦ (µ∗, S)] ◦ (ν∗, T ),

i.e., the binary operation ◦ is associative. It is also clear that (δ0, I) is the identity of

the semigroup (QM(Z)×B(Z), ◦). �
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A special role, in this thesis, is played by the family of monoid homomorphisms

from [0,∞) to QM(Z)×B(Z). Their general structure is described in the following

proposition:

Proposition 3.3.2. Any monoid homomorphism χ : [0,∞)→ QM(Z)×B(Z) is of

the form

χ(t) = (µ∗,t, St), t ≥ 0, (3.65)

where {St}t≥0 is an one-parameter semigroup of continuous linear operators on Z

with S0 = I, and {µ∗,t}t≥0 ⊂ QM(Z) satisfies the cocycle relation

µ∗,s+t = µ∗,s ? S
∗
sµ∗,t, s, t > 0, µ∗,0 = δ0, (3.66)

or, equivalently

µ̂∗,s+t(x) = µ̂∗,s(x)µ̂∗,t(Ssx), s, t > 0, µ̂∗,0 = 1. (3.67)

Proof. It is readily seen that, if χ(t) = (µ∗,t, St), then χ(s+ t) = χ(s) ◦ χ(t), s, t > 0,

and χ(0) = (δ0, I), if and only if {St}t≥0 ⊂ B(Z) is an one-parameter semigroup

such that (3.66) is satisfied. The equivalence between (3.66) and (3.67) is obtained

by simply passing to the Fourier transform.

�

The following corollary will play an important role in the following sections.
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Corollary 3.3.3. Let χ : [0,∞) → QM(Z) × B(Z) be a monoid homomorphism,

χ(t) = (µ∗,t, St), t ≥ 0. If {St}t≥0 is complexifiable, then

Fµ∗,s+t(x) = Fµ∗,s(x)Fµ∗,t(Ssx), x ∈ Z, s, t > 0. (3.68)

Proof. Using (2.41), one can readily see that (3.67) is equivalent to

Fµ∗,s+t(x) = Fµ∗,s(x)Fµ∗,t(J
∗SsJx),

for all s, t > 0, and x ∈ Z. If {St}t≥0 is complexifiable, then (3.68) follows. �

Definition 3.3.4. A monoid homomorphism χ : [0,∞) → QM(Z) ×B(Z), χ(t) =

(µ∗,t, St), t ≥ 0, is said to be continuous if the map t 7→ µ∗,t is continuous with respect

to weak*-topology and {St}t≥0 is a C0-semigroup, i.e., the map t 7→ St is continuous

with respect to the strong operator topology.

Observation 3.3.5. Equations of the form (3.66) where firstly considered Z. Jurek

in [35] and thoroughly studied afterward in various contexts (see [18][51][60][29][34]

and the references therein), mostly in relation with the theory of generalized Mehler

semigroups [18]. More precisely, by adapting [18] to our setting, one can easily see

that if χ : [0,∞)→ QM(Z)×B(Z), χ(t) = (µ∗,t, St), t ≥ 0 is a continuous monoid

homomorphism, then the so-called Mehler formula 1

Ptf := (f ? µ∗,t) ◦ S
∗
t , f ∈ L0(Z), (3.69)

1see [41, p.17] for description of the classical Mehler formula.
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defines a one-parameter semigroup {Pt}t≥0 of bounded linear operators on L0(Z).

The semigroup {Pt}t≥0, called a generalized Mehler semigroup, can be regarded as the

transition semigroup of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process solving the Cauchy problem

(see [18] for more details).

Although it is not our intention to study semigroups of the form (3.69) in this

thesis, we remark that the quasi-free semigroup of completely postive maps defined

in Theorem 3.4.3 may be interpreted as a quantized version of the generalized Mehler

semigroup.

The following proposition, of which the proof is inspired by [18, Lemma 2.6],

allows us to construct continuous monoid homomorphisms from certain negative-

definite functions.

Proposition 3.3.6. Let Z = (Z, σ,C yl(Z)) be a measurable standard symplectic

Hilbert space. For every C0-semigroup {St}t≥0 of Z, there exists a monoid homomor-

phism χ : [0,∞)→ QM(Z)×B(Z), such that χ(t) = (µ∗,t, St), t ≥ 0.

Proof. Let φ continuous complex-valued function on Z satisfying φ(0) = 0. Suppose

that −φ is negative definite, i.e., φ(x) = φ(−x), for every x ∈ Z, and

n∑
i,j=1

cicjφ(xi − xj) ≥ 0,

for all n ∈ N, x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ Z, and c1, c2, . . . , cn ∈ C satisfying
∑n

i=1 ci = 0.
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Since the function

x 7→ −
∫ t

0

φ(Srx)dr

is negative definite for every t ≥ 0, we deduce from Schoenberg’s theorem [10, Theo-

rem 3.2.2] that the function

Ft(x) = exp

(∫ t

0

φ(Srx)dr

)
, x ∈ Z, (3.70)

is positive definite, for every t > 0. Moreover, since Ft(0) = 1 and Ft is continuous in

the finite topology, it follows from Theorem 2.2.24 that for every t ≥ 0, there exists

a quasi-measure µ∗,t so that

µ̂∗,t = Ft.

We notice that for every s, t > 0 and x ∈ Z, one has

µ̂∗,s(x)µ̂∗,t(Ssx) = exp

(∫ s

0

φ(Srx)dr +

∫ t

0

φ(Sr+sx)dr

)
= exp

(∫ s

0

φ(Srx)dr +

∫ s+t

s

φ(Srx)dr

)
= µ̂∗,s+t(x),

and thus {µt,∗}t≥0 satisfies (3.66). �

Observation 3.3.7 (see also [18]). Under some mild regularity conditions, every

continuous homomorphism χ : [0,∞) → QM(Z) ×B(Z), χ(t) = (µ∗,t, St), t ≥ 0,

emerges as the one of Proposition 3.3.6. Indeed, suppose that the function t 7→ µ̂∗,t(x)
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is differentiable2 at t = 0, for every x ∈ Z, and let

φ(x) = lim
t↓0

µ̂∗,t(x)− 1

t

be its derivative at t = 0. It is clear that φ is continuous and φ(0) = 0. Moreover,

since the characteristic function µ̂∗,t is positive definite, we deduce that the function

x 7→ 1− µ̂∗,t(x)

t
=
µ̂∗,t(0)− µ̂∗,t(x)

t

is negative definite, for every t > 0. Consequently −φ is negative definite as well.

Next, we show that for every t ≥ 0 and x ∈ Z, one has

µ̂∗,t(x) = exp

(∫ t

0

φ(Srx)dr

)
, (3.71)

provided that the function t 7→ φ(Stx) is locally integrable with respect to the

Lebesgue measure, for every x ∈ Z. For this purpose, we firstly notice that the

function t 7→ µ̂∗,t(x) is differentiable everywhere on [0,∞), for every x ∈ Z, and

satisfies the ordinary differential equation

dµ̂∗,t
dt

(x) = φ(Stx)µ̂∗,t(x), t > 0, x ∈ Z. (3.72)

Indeed, if x ∈ Z and s, t > 0, then using (3.67), we obtain

µ̂∗,s+t(x)− µ̂∗,t(x)

s
=
µ̂∗,s(Stx)− 1

s
µ̂∗,t(x),

2one can drop this condition by using a construction similar to the one in [21]
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and (3.72) follows by taking s→ 0.

On the other hand, it is clear that the function

t 7→ exp

(∫ t

0

φ(Srx)dr

)

is a solution of equation (3.72). Therefore (3.71) holds true.

3.4 Quasi-free quantum dynamical semigroups of MW asso-

ciated with complete homomorphisms

The following definitions introduce some of the main objects used in this thesis.

As before, Z = (Z, σ,C yl(Z)) is a measurable standard symplectic Hilbert space.

Definition 3.4.1. Let W = (W,H) be a Weyl system over Z with associated von

Neumann algebraMW (see (2.43)). A one-parameter semigroup S = {St}t≥0 of linear

continuous operators St : Z → Z is said to be MW-implementable if there exists

a weak*-continuous one parameter semigroup σ = {σ}t≥0 of normal linear involutive

maps of the von Neumann algebra MW that satisfy

σt(W (x)) = W (Stx), x ∈ Z, t ≥ 0. (3.73)

The class ofMW-implementable one-parameter semigroups has been widely stud-

ied, mostly in relation with the representation theory of the canonical commutation

relation (CCR) algebra (see, for example, [24][46][45][20][37][33][47]).
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Definition 3.4.2. A continuous monoid homomorphism χ : [0,∞) → QM(Z) ×

B(Z), χ(t) = (µ∗,t, St), t ≥ 0, is said to be symplectic, respectively complexifi-

able, if the C0-semigroup {St}t≥0 is symplectic, respectively complexifiable (see also

Definition 2.2.6). Moreover, if W = (W,H) is a Weyl system over Z , then χ is said

to beMW-implementable if the semigroup {St}t≥0 isMW-implementable. Finally,

χ is said to be complete if it is symplectic, complexifiable, and MW-implementable.

We note that if a symplectic monoid χ isMW-implementable, then the semigroup

(3.73) is an E0-semigorup of MW . We are now ready to state and prove the main

theorem of this chapter.

Theorem 3.4.3. Let Z = (Z, σ,C yl(Z)) be a measurable standard symplectic Hilbert

space and W = (W,H) be a Weyl system over Z acting on a separable Hilbert

space H. If χ : [0,∞) → QM(Z) × B(Z), χ(t) = (µ∗,t, St), t ≥ 0, is a complete

monoid homomorphism, then there exists a unique quantum dynamical semigroup

τχ = {τχ,t}t≥0 acting on the von Neumann algebra MW such that

τχ,t(W (x)) = Fµ∗,t(x)W (Stx), x ∈ Z, t ≥ 0. (3.74)

Proof. Since the homomorphism χ is symplectic andMW-implementable, there exists

a unique E0-semigroup {σt}t≥0 of MW such that

σt(W (x)) = W (Stx), x ∈ Z, t ≥ 0. (3.75)
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For every t ≥ 0, let τt := τ(µ∗,t) ∈ CP1(MW), where τ is the Arveson-Weyl homo-

morphism associated with the Weyl system W = (W,H). We set

τχ,t := σt ◦ τt. (3.76)

It is clear that τχ,t is a normal unital completely positive map ofMW , for every t ≥ 0.

Furthermore, it follows from (3.75) and (3.51) that τχ,t satisfies (3.74).

We claim that τχ = {τχ,t}t≥0 is an one-parameter semigroup of the von Neumann

algebra MW . Since the mappings τχ,t are all normal, it is enough to show that τχ is

a semigroup when restricted to the unital weak*-dense *-subalgebra

M0 := span{W (x) |x ∈ Z}.

For this purpose, let x ∈ Z and s, t > 0. Using Corollary 3.3.3, we then have

τχ,s(τχ,t(W (x))) = τχ,s(Fµ∗,t(x)W (Stx)) = Fµ∗,t(x)Fµ∗,s(Stx)W (Ss+tx)

= τχ,s+t(W (x)).

It remains to show that τχ = {τχ,t}t≥0 is continuous with respect to the p-topology.

For this purpose, we firstly notice that since the function t 7→ Fµ∗,t(x) is continuous

and the mapping t→ σt(W (x)) is weak∗- continuous, for every x ∈ Z, it follows that

the mapping

t 7−→ τχ,t(W (x))

is weak∗-measurable for every x ∈ Z, i.e., the function t 7→ ω(τχ,t(W (x))) is measur-

able, for every weak*-continuous linear functional ω on MW .
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We claim that the function t 7→ ω(τχ,t(X)) is measurable, for every X ∈MW and

every weak*-continuous linear functional ω on MW . Indeed, let X and ω be fixed.

Without loss of generality, we may assume that ‖X‖ ≤ 1. Since the Hilbert space H

is separable, the closed unit ball of the von Neumann algebraMW is metrizable in the

weak∗-topology. Moreover, the closed unit ball of the *-algebra M0 is weak*-dense

in the closed unit ball of MW , by the Kaplansky density theorem. Therefore, there

exists a sequence {Xn}n∈N in the closed unit ball of M0 that weak*-converges to X.

Consequently, the function t 7→ ω(τχ,t(X)) is the pointwise limit of the sequence of

measurable functions t 7→ ω(τχ,t(Xn)), and thus it is measurable as well.

Let now (MW)∗ be the predual of the von Neumann algebra MW . Since H

is a separable Hilbert space, the Banach space (MW)∗ is separable. Moreover,

since the maps τχ,t are normal, one can consider their associated predual operators

τχ,t,∗ : (MW)∗ → (MW)∗,

τχ,t,∗(ω) = ω ◦ τχ,t, ω ∈ (MW)∗.

Note that {τχ,t,∗}t≥0 is a one-parameter semigroup of contractions of the Banach space

(MW)∗.

Next, we consider the mapping

t 7→ τχ,t,∗(ω), (3.77)

defined for every ω ∈ (MW)∗. Since the function t 7→ ω(τχ,t(X)) is measurable for

every X ∈ MW , and the dual space of the Banach space (MW)∗ is isometrically
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isomorphic toMW , we deduce that the mapping (3.77) is weakly measurable. Using

the fact that (MW)∗ is separable, we infer from Pettis’ measurability theorem [32,

Theorem 3.5.3] that this mapping is strongly measurable with respect to the Borel

σ-algebra on (MW)∗, for every ω ∈MW∗. Therefore we deduce, using Hille’s theorem

[32, Theorem 10.2.3], that the semigroup {τχ,t,∗}t≥0 is strongly continuous, which is

equivalent with the continuity of τχ = {τχ,t}t≥0 in the the p-topology. The theorem

is proved.

�

Corollary 3.4.4. Let χ : [0,∞) → QM(Z) ×B(Z), χ(t) = (µ∗,t, St), t ≥ 0, be a

complete monoid homomorphism. Then for every t > 0 and X ∈MW , one has

τχ,t(X) =

∫
Z

W (Stx)∗σt(X)W (Stx) dµt(x), (3.78)

were {σt}t≥0 is the E0-semigroup (3.75).

Proof. Since σt is normal *-endomorphism of the von Neumann algebraMW , we have

τχ,t(X)
(3.76)
= σt ◦ τt(X) = σt(τ(µ∗,t)(X))

(3.53)
= σt

(∫
Z

W (x)∗XW (x) dµ∗,t(x)

)
=

∫
Z

W (Stx)∗σt(X)W (Stx) dµ∗,t(x).

�

Definition 3.4.5. The semigroup τχ = {τχ,t}t≥0 is called the quasi-free quantum

dynamical semigroup associated with the complete homomorphism χ.
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Observation 3.4.6. Semigroups satisfying relations of the form (3.74) have been

firstly considered by Evans and Lewis in [26] in the C∗-algebraic setting of the CCR

algebra, and thoroughly analyzed afterwards in [24][25][16][34]. In the von Neumann

algebra setting, the existence of quasi-free quantum dynamical semigroups has been

also showed in [58] and [14] but, unfortunately, both papers contain gaps [59][15].
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Chapter 4

The subproduct system of a quasi-free

quantum dynamical semigroup

Throughout this chapter, Z = (Z, σ,C yl(Z)) is a measurable standard symplectic

Hilbert space,W = (W,H) is an irreducible Weyl system over (Z, σ), and χ : [0,∞)→

QM(Z)×B(Z), χ(t) = (µ∗,t, St), t ≥ 0, is a complete monoid homomorphism.

4.1 A family of Stinespring representations of τχ,t, t > 0.

Our goal, in this section, is to identify and describe in rather concrete terms a

family of Stinespring representations of each completely positive map τχ,t, t > 0, of

the quasi-free quantum dynamical semigroup τχ = {τχ,t}t≥0 associated with χ. For

this purpose, consider the E0-semigroup σ = {σt}t≥0 of B(H) determined by the
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C0-semigroup {St}t≥0, i.e.,

σt(W (x)) = W (Stx), x ∈ Z, t ≥ 0.

Let Eσ = {Eσ(t)}t>0 be the concrete product system of σ. For every t > 0, consider

the bounded linear operator Mt : Eσ(t)⊗H → H,

Mt(A⊗ ξ) = Aξ, A ∈ Eσ(t), ξ ∈ H. (4.79)

Lemma 4.1.1. For every t > 0, the operator Mt is a unitary operator that satisfies

the equation

σt(X) = Mt(1Eσ(t) ⊗X)M∗
t , X ∈ B(H). (4.80)

Moreover, if s, t > 0, then

Ms(1Eσ(s) ⊗Mt) = Ms+t(Us,t ⊗ 1H), (4.81)

where Us,t are the multiplication operators (2.15).

Proof. Let t > 0, A, B ∈ Eσ(t), and ξ, η ∈ H. Then

〈A⊗ ξ, B ⊗ η〉Eσ(t)⊗H = 〈A,B〉Eσ(t)〈ξ, η〉H

(2.13)
= 〈B∗Aξ, η〉H

= 〈Mt(A⊗ ξ),Mt(B ⊗ η)〉H .

Thus Mt is an isometry. To show that Mt is surjective, let ξ ∈ (Mt(Eσ(t) ⊗ H))⊥.

Then for every A ∈ Eσ(t) and η ∈ H, one has

0 = 〈Mt(A⊗ η), ξ〉H = 〈η, A∗ξ〉H .
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Consequently A∗ξ = 0, for every A ∈ Eσ(t). It then follows that

ξ = σt(1)ξ

(2.16)
=

∞∑
i=1

An(t)An(t)∗ξ

= 0.

To prove (4.80), let A ∈ Eσ(t) and η ∈ H. Then

σt(X)Mt(A⊗ ξ) = σt(X)Aξ

= AXξ

= Mt(A⊗Xξ)

= Mt(1Eσ(t) ⊗X)(A⊗ ξ).

The proof of (4.81) is similar. �

Definition 4.1.2 (cf. [28]). The operators Mt are called unitary resolutions of

the product system Eσ = {Eσ(t)}t>0.

Let now t > 0 be a fixed real number. Consider the Hilbert space

Kt = L2(Z, µ∗,t)⊗ Eσ(t)⊗H = lim−→
F∈Sym(Z)

(
L2(F, µF,t)⊗ Eσ(t)⊗H

)
, (4.82)

where µ∗,t = {µF,t |F ∈ Sym(Z)}, and the connecting isometries of the inductive

system {L2(F, µF,t)⊗ Eσ(t)⊗H |F ∈ Sym(Z)} are

IF,G ⊗ 1Eσ(t) ⊗ 1H , F, G ∈ Sym(Z), F ⊆ G. (4.83)
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The Hilbert space Kt will be often identified with the inductive limit lim−→F∈Sym(Z)
KF,t

of the family of Hilbert spaces

KF,t = L2(F, µF,t; Eσ(t)⊗H) (4.84)

of all Eσ(t)⊗H-valued µF,t-square integrable functions on Z, F ∈ Sym(Z).

Definition 4.1.3. Let F ∈ Sym(Z). We consider the isometry VF,t : H −→ KF,t,

VF,t = (1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗M
∗
t )VF , (4.85)

where VF : H → L2(F, µF,t;H) is the isometry

(VF ξ)(x) = W (Stx)ξ, x ∈ F, ξ ∈ H. (4.86)

We also consider the *-representation πF,t of B(H) on KF,t, defined by

πF,t(X) = 1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗ 1Eσ(t) ⊗X, X ∈ B(H). (4.87)

The following useful lemma describes certain relations between the unitary reso-

lution Mt and the isometry VF .

Lemma 4.1.4. For every F ∈ Sym(Z), x ∈ F , ξ ∈ H and X ∈ B(H), one has

(i)
(
(1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗M∗

t )(VF ξ)
)

(x) = M∗
t (VF ξ(x)), and

(ii)
[
(1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗ 1Eσ(t) ⊗X)

(
(1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗M∗

t )VF ξ
)]

(x) = (1Eσ(t)⊗X)M∗
t (VF ξ(x)).
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Proof. To prove (i), consider the operator R : H → L2(F, µF,t)⊗ Eσ(t)⊗H,

(Rξ)(x) = M∗
t (VF ξ(x)), ξ ∈ H, x ∈ F,

and let f ∈ L2(F, µF,t), A ∈ Eσ(t) and η ∈ H be some arbitrary elements. Then we

have

〈(1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗M
∗
t )VF ξ, f ⊗ A⊗ η〉L2(F,µF,t)⊗Eσ(t)⊗H

= 〈VF ξ, (1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗Mt)(f ⊗ A⊗ η)〉L2(F,µF,t)⊗H

=

∫
F

〈VF ξ(x), (f ⊗ Aη)(x)〉H dµF,t(x) =

∫
F

〈VF ξ(x), f(x)Aη〉H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈(Rξ)(x), (f ⊗ A⊗ η)(x)〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµF,t(x)

= 〈Rξ, f ⊗ A⊗ η〉L2(F,µF,t)⊗Eσ(t)⊗H ,

from which (i) follows. Similarly, to prove (ii) consider the operator

(R′ξ)(x) = (1Eσ(t) ⊗X) (M∗
t (VF ξ(x))) , ξ ∈ H, x ∈ F.

Then we have

〈(1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗ 1Eσ(t) ⊗X)
(
(1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗M

∗
t )VF ξ

)
, f ⊗ A⊗ η〉L2(F,µF,t)⊗Eσ(t)⊗H

= 〈(1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗M
∗
t )VF ξ, (1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗ 1Eσ(t) ⊗X∗)(f ⊗ A⊗ η)〉L2(F,µF,t)⊗Eσ(t)⊗H

=

∫
F

〈
(
(1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗M

∗
t )VF ξ

)
(x), (f ⊗ A⊗X∗η)(x)〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµF,t(x)
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(i)
=

∫
F

〈M∗
t (VF ξ(x)), f(x)A⊗X∗η〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈M∗
t (VF ξ(x)), (1Eσ(t) ⊗X∗)(f(x)A⊗ η)〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈R′ξ(x), (f ⊗ A⊗ η)(x)〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµF,t(x)

= 〈R′ξ, f ⊗ A⊗ η〉L2(F,µF,t)⊗Eσ(t)⊗H .

The proof is complete. �

The following theorem is the main result of this section.

Theorem 4.1.5. For every F ∈ Sym(Z) and t > 0, the triple SF,t = (πF,t, VF,t, KF,t)

is a Stinespring representation of the completely positive map τχ,t.

Proof. Let X ∈ B(H) and ξ, η ∈ H. We then have

〈V ∗F,tπF,t(X)VF,tξ, η〉H

= 〈πF,t(X)VF,tξ, VF,tη〉KF,t

=

∫
F

〈(πF,t(X)VF,tξ)(x), VF,tη(x)〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈
[
(1L2(F,µF,t)⊗Eσ(t) ⊗X)

(
(1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗M

∗
t )VF ξ

)]
x,
(
(1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗M

∗
t )VFη

)
x〉dµF,t(x)

(ii)+(i)
=

∫
F

〈(1Eσ(t) ⊗X)M∗
t (VF ξ(x)),M∗

t (VFη(x))〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈W (Stx)∗Mt(1Eσ(t) ⊗X)M∗
tW (Stx)ξ, η〉H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈W (Stx)∗σt(X)W (Stx)ξ, η〉H dµF,t(x)
(3.78)
= 〈τχ,t(X)ξ, η〉H .

Thus V ∗t πt(X)Vt = τχ,t(X), which concludes the proof. �
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4.2 The minimal Stinespring representation of the quasi-free

quantum dynamical semigroup τχ

The following proposition identifies the inductive relation between the Stinespring

representations SF,t = (πF,t, VF,t, KF,t) of the completely positive map τχ,t, t > 0, for

different F ∈ Sym(Z).

Proposition 4.2.1. The families {VF,t}F∈Sym(Z) and {πF,t}F∈Sym(Z) are compatible

with the inductive system of Hilbert spaces

{KF,t, (IF,G ⊗ 1Eσ(t)⊗H) |F, G ∈ Sym(Z), F ⊆ G},

in the sense that the following diagram are commutative, for every F, G ∈ Sym(Z),

F ⊆ G, and every X ∈ B(H):

H

≈

VG,t // KG,t

H
VF,t

// KF,t

IF,G⊗1Eσ(t)⊗H

OO
(4.88)

and

KG,t

≈

πG,t(X)
// KG,t

KF,t
πF,t(X)

//

IF,G⊗1Eσ(t)⊗H

OO

KF,t

IF,G⊗1Eσ(t)⊗H .

OO
(4.89)
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.2.3. We start by showing

the commutativity of diagram (4.88), i.e.,

(IF,G ⊗ 1Eσ(t)⊗H)VF,t = VG,t.

For this purpose, let ξ ∈ H and η ∈ Eσ(t)⊗H be two fixed vectors, and consider the

cylindrical function

Z 3 z −→ f̃(z) = 〈M∗
tW (Stz)ξ, η〉.

Let {f̃F}F∈Sym(Z), f̃F := f̃ |F , be the associated system of finite dimensional projec-

tions of f̃ , and g ∈ L2(G, µG). Then we have

〈(IF,G ⊗ 1Eσ(t)⊗H)VF,tξ, g ⊗ η〉KG,t

= 〈(1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗M
∗
t )VF ξ, (IF,G ⊗ 1Eσ(t)⊗H)∗(g ⊗ η)〉KF,t

=

∫
F

〈
(
(1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗M

∗
t )VF ξ

)
(x), (I∗F,G g ⊗ η)(x)〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµF,t(x)

(i)
=

∫
F

〈M∗
tW (Stx)ξ, (I∗F,G g)(x)η〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

(I∗F,G g)(x)f̃F (x) dµF,t(x)

=

∫
G

(I∗F,G g)(PG,F (x))f̃F (PG,F (x)) dµG,t(x)

=

∫
G

g(x)f̃G(x) dµG,t(x)

=

∫
G

〈M∗
tW (Stx)ξ, g(x)η〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµG,t(x)

= 〈VG,tξ, g ⊗ η〉KF,t ,
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which proves (4.88).

Next, we show that the diagram (4.89) is commutative. Considering, as before,

elements f ∈ L2(F, µF ), g ∈ L2(G, µG), γ ∈ Eσ(t), ξ ∈ H and X ∈ B(H), one has

〈(IF,G ⊗ 1Eσ(t)⊗H)πF,t(X)(f ⊗ γ ⊗ ξ), g ⊗ η〉KG,t

= 〈(1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗ 1Eσ(t) ⊗X)(f ⊗ γ ⊗ ξ), I∗F,G g ⊗ η〉KF,t

=

∫
F

〈(f ⊗ γ ⊗Xξ)(x), (I∗F,G g ⊗ η)(x)〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈f(x)(γ ⊗Xξ), (I∗F,G g)(x)η〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
G

〈f(PG,F (x))(γ ⊗Xξ), (I∗F,G g)(PG,F (x))η〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµG,t(x)

=

∫
G

〈(IF,Gf)(x)(γ ⊗Xξ), g(x)η〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµG,t(x)

=

∫
G

〈(1L2(G,µG,t) ⊗ 1Eσ(t) ⊗X)(IF,Gf ⊗ γ ⊗ ξ), (g ⊗ η)(x)〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµG,t(x)

= 〈πG,t(X)(IF,G ⊗ 1Eσ(t)⊗H)(f ⊗ γ ⊗ ξ), g ⊗ η〉KG,t .

The proof is complete. �

Observation 4.2.2. As in Section 3.2, one can consider the inductive limits

Vt := lim−→
F∈Sym(Z)

VF,t and πt := lim−→
F∈Sym(Z)

πF,t

of the inductive families {VF,t |F ∈ Sym(Z)} and {πF,t |F ∈ Sym(Z)}, respectively.

More precisely, Vt : H → Kt is the (unique) isometry that satisfies

Vt = (IF ⊗ 1Eσ(t)⊗H)VF,t, F ∈ Sym(Z), (4.90)
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and πt is the (unique) representation of the von Neumann algebra B(H) on the

Hilbert space Kt that satisfies

πt(X)(IF ⊗ 1Eσ(t)⊗H) = (IF ⊗ 1Eσ(t)⊗H)πF,t(X), X ∈ B(H), F ∈ Sym(Z). (4.91)

Then for every t > 0, the triple Sχ,t = (πt, Vt, Kt) is a Stinespring representation of

τχ,t. Indeed, using equations (4.90) and (4.91), we have

V ∗t πt(X)Vt = V ∗F,t(I
∗
F ⊗ 1Eσ(t)⊗H)πt(X)(IF ⊗ 1Eσ(t)⊗H)VF,t (4.92)

= V ∗F,tπF,t(X)VF,t, (4.93)

for every X ∈ B(H).

The Stinespring representation Sχ,t = (πt, Vt, Kt) can be regarded as the inductive

limit of the Stinespring representations SF,t = (πF,t, VF,t, KF,t). Although it has

nice properties, it only plays a peripheral role in our study, due to its non-minimal

behavior.

The next theorem identifies which Stinespring representation SF,t = (πF,t, VF,t, KF,t)

can be minimal.

Theorem 4.2.3. Let t > 0 and F ∈ Sym(Z). If the Stinespring representation

SF,t = (πF,t, VF,t, KF,t) is minimal, then F is a 2-dimensional symplectic subspace of

Z.
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Proof. Since the Stinespring representation SF,t = (πF,t, VF,t, KF,t) is assumed mini-

mal, we have

KF,t = span{πF,t(X)VF,tξ |X ∈ B(H), ξ ∈ H}. (4.94)

Consider an arbitrary symplectic subspace E ∈ Sym(Z), E ⊆ F . Using (4.88) and

(4.89), we have

πF,t(X)VF,tξ = πF,t(X)(IE,F ⊗ 1Eσ(t)⊗H)VE,tξ

= (IE,F ⊗ 1Eσ(t)⊗H)πE,t(X)VE,tξ,

for every X ∈ B(H) and ξ ∈ H. Using (4.94), we deduce that the restriction of the

connecting isometry IE,F ⊗ 1Eσ(t)⊗H to the closed linear span of πE,t(B(H))VE,tH is

a unitary operator onto KF,t. Consequently, the operator IE,F ⊗ 1Eσ(t)⊗H must be a

unitary operator from KE,t onto KF,t, and thus E = F . Therefore dimF = 2. The

theorem is proved.

�

The following definition captures, at a general level, a property satisfied by the

Schrödinger system.

Definition 4.2.4. A Weyl systemW = (W,H) is said to be total, if there are no non-

zero families µ∗ = {µF}F∈Sym(Z) of Borel complex measures µF on F , F ∈ Sym(Z),

such that
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1. µ∗ satisfies the compatibility condition (2.32); and

2.
∫
Z
W (x)dµ∗(x) = 0, where the weak*-integral is understood in the sense of Def-

inition 2.2.18.

Examples 4.2.5. As mentioned above, the Schrödinger system, described in Example

2.2.26, is total (see [42, pg. 261]). In particular, Segal’s real wave representation,

described in Example 2.2.28, is also total.

The following theorem is the main result of this section. For its proof, we employ

an argument used in [42, Lemma 5.1].

Theorem 4.2.6. Suppose that the Weyl system W = (W,H) is total. Then the

Stinespring representation SF,t = (πF,t, VF,t, KF,t) is minimal, for every 2-dimensional

symplectic subspace F of Z, and every t > 0.

Proof. Let F ∈ Sym(Z) be a 2-dimensional symplectic subspace. For every t > 0,

consider the orthogonal projection QF,t of KF,t onto

LF,t := span{πF,t(X)VF,tξ |X ∈ B(H), ξ ∈ H}.

Assume QF,t 6= 1KF,t , for some t > 0. Since the space LF,t is invariant under πF,t(X),

for every X ∈ B(H), we deduce that the projection QF,t belongs to the commutant

πF,t(B(H))′ of the von Neumann algebra πF,t(B(H)). But

πF,t(B(H))′ = (1B(L2(F,µF,t)⊗Eσ(t)) ⊗B(H))′ (4.95)

= B(L2(F, µF,t)⊗ Eσ(t))⊗C · 1H . (4.96)
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It follows that there exists a rank-one projection

Pψ = 〈·, ψ〉ψ ∈ B(L2(F, µF,t)⊗ Eσ(t)),

where ψ ∈ L2(F, µF,t)⊗ Eσ(t) is of norm one, such that

Pψ ⊗ 1H ≤ Q⊥F,t.

Note also that since ψ ∈ L2(F, µF,t)⊗ Eσ(t) ∼= L2(F ;µF,t,Eσ(t)), we have

σt(X)ψ(x) = ψ(x)X,

for every X ∈ B(H) and x ∈ F .

Let now ξ, η ∈ H be two arbitrary vectors. We then have

〈ψ ⊗ ξ, VF,tη〉 = 〈ψ ⊗ ξ, (Pψ ⊗ 1H)πt(1)VF,tη〉 = 0.

On the other hand, if η1 ∈ Eσ(t), η2 ∈ H are arbitrary vectors as well, and η =

Mt(η1 ⊗ η2), then

0 = 〈ψ ⊗ ξ, VF,tη〉KF,t =

∫
F

〈(ψ ⊗ ξ)(x),
(
(1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗M

∗
t )VFη

)
(x)〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈ψ(x)⊗ ξ,M∗
tW (Stx)η〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈ψ(x)ξ,W (Stx)η〉H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈W (Stx)∗ψ(x)ξ, η〉H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈σt(W (x)∗)ψ(x)ξ, η〉H dµF,t(x)
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=

∫
F

〈ψ(x)W (x)∗ξ, η〉H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈Mt(ψ(x)⊗W (x)∗ξ),Mt(η1 ⊗ η2)〉H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈ψ(x), η1〉Eσ(t)〈W (x)∗ξ, η2〉H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈W (x)∗ξ, η2〉H dνF,t(x)

where νF,t is the complex measure with density

dνF,t(x) = 〈ψ(x), η1〉dµF,t(x).

Since the Weyl system W = (W,H) is total, we deduce that νF,t = 0, thus ψ = 0,

contradiction. Therefore QF,t = 1KF,t , i.e., the Stinespring representation SF,t is

minimal. The proof of the theorem is complete. �

4.3 The concrete subproduct system of τχ

The following proposition plays a key role in our analysis of the concrete subprod-

uct system of the quasi-free quantum dynamical semigroup τχ. It provides us with a

direct description of the intertwining spaces of the Stinespring representations of τχ,t.

Proposition 4.3.1. Let F ∈ Sym(Z) and t > 0. Consider the Stinespring represen-

tation SF,t = (πF,t, VF,t, KF,t) of τχ,t. We then have:

1. If X ∈ Hom(Id, πF,t), then there exists a unique vector φ = φX ∈ L2(F, µF,t)⊗

Eσ(t) such that

Xξ = φ⊗ ξ, ξ ∈ H, (4.97)
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2. If X ∈ B(H,KF,t) is of the form (4.97), where φ ∈ L2(F, µF,t) ⊗ Eσ(t), then

X ∈ Hom(Id, πF,t).

Proof. (1) Let X ∈ B(H,KF,t) be fixed. Then for every non-zero vector ξ ∈ H, we

have

Xξ = XPξξ

= πF,t(Pξ)Xξ

= (1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗ 1Eσ(t) ⊗ Pξ)Xξ

= (1L2(F,µF,t;Eσ(t)) ⊗ Pξ)Xξ.

where Pξ is the orthogonal projection onto the linear span of ξ. Since

Xξ ∈ KF,t = L2(F, µF,t; Eσ(t))⊗H,

it follows that there exists φ ∈ L2(F, µF,t; Eσ(t)) = L2(F, µF,t) ⊗ Eσ(t) that satisfies

(4.97).

We note that φ is independent of ξ, and unique. Indeed, let η ∈ H be another

non-zero vector and ψ ∈ L2(F, µF,t)⊗Eσ(t) be such that Xη = ψ⊗ η. Let T ∈ B(H)

be such that Tξ = η. Then we have

ψ ⊗ η = Xη

= XTξ

= πF,t(T )Xξ
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= (1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗ 1Eσ(t) ⊗ T )(φ⊗ ξ)

= φ⊗ Tξ

= φ⊗ η.

Therefore ψ = φ, and part (1) is proved.

(2) is immediate. Indeed, for every operator A ∈ B(H) and every ξ ∈ H, we have

(πF,t(A)X)ξ = (1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗ 1Eσ(t) ⊗ A)(φ⊗ ξ)

= φ⊗ Aξ

= XAξ,

and thus X ∈ Hom(Id, πF,t). �

Corollary 4.3.2. The operator RF,t : Hom(Id, πF,t)→ L2(F, µF,t)⊗ Eσ(t),

RF,t(X) = φX , X ∈ Hom(Id, πF,t),

where φX ∈ L2(F, µF,t)⊗ Eσ(t) is as in (4.97), is a unitary operator.

Proof. It is clear that ‖Xξ‖ = ‖φX‖‖ξ‖, for every ξ ∈ H. It then follows that ‖X‖ =

‖φX‖. Therefore RF,t is isometric, and thus unitary by the previous proposition. �

The following theorem is the main result of this thesis. It gives an answer to

Question 1.0.1.

Theorem 4.3.3. Let F ∈ Sym(Z) be such that the Stinespring representation SF,t =

(πF,t, VF,t, KF,t) of τχ,t is minimal, for every t > 0. Then the bundle {L2(F, µF,t) ⊗
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Eσ(t)}t>0 admits a subproduct system structure that makes it into a subproduct system

isomorphic to the concrete subproduct system Qτχ = {Qτχ(t)}t>0 of the quasi-free

quantum dynamical semigroup τχ.

Proof. Let t > 0 and A ∈ Qτχ(t). Since the map (2.19) is bijective, there exists a

unique X ∈ Hom(Id, πF,t) such that

A = V ∗F,tX.

Let then φX ∈ L2(F, µF,t)⊗ Eσ(t) be as in (4.97). For every ξ, η ∈ H, we then have

〈Aξ, η〉H = 〈φX ⊗ ξ, VF,tη〉KF,t

=

∫
F

〈(φX ⊗ ξ)(x),
(
(1L2(F,µF,t) ⊗M

∗
t )VFη

)
(x)〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈φX(x)⊗ ξ,M∗
tW (Stx)η〉Eσ(t)⊗H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈W (Stx)∗Mt(φX(x)⊗ ξ), η〉H dµF,t(x)

=

∫
F

〈W (Stx)∗φX(x)ξ, η〉H dµF,t(x).

=

∫
Z

〈W (Stx)∗φX(x)ξ, η〉H dµF,t(x).

Therefore

A =

∫
F

W (Stx)∗φX(x) dµF,t(x). (4.98)

Note that φX(x) ∈ Eσ(t) in the weak*-integral (4.98) should be regarded as an oper-

ator from H to H.
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Let now θF,t : L2(F, µF,t)⊗ Eσ(t)→ Qτχ(t) be the operator

θF,t(φ) =

∫
F

W (Stx)∗φ(x) dµF,t(x). (4.99)

It follows from the previous paragraph that θF,t is well-defined and surjective. Fur-

thermore, we deduce from (2.20) and Corollary 4.3.2 that

‖θF,t(φ)‖Qτχ (t) = ‖R∗F,t(φ)‖Hom(Id,πF,t) = ‖φ‖,

for every φ ∈ L2(F, µF,t)⊗ Eσ(t), and thus θF,t is a unitary.

Next, we consider the co-isometric operator Ṽs,t : L2(F, µF,s; Eσ(s))⊗L2(F, µF,t; Eσ(t))→

L2(F, µF,s+t; Eσ(s+ t)),

Ṽs,t = θ∗F,s+tVs,t(θF,s ⊗ θF,t), (4.100)

where Vs,t : Qτχ(s)⊗Qτχ(t)→ Qτχ(s+ t) are the multiplication operators (2.22), for

every s, t > 0. We claim that the Ṽs,t satisfy the associativity relation (2.23). Indeed,

let t1, t2, t3 > 0. Then we have

Ṽt1,t2+t3(1L2(F,µF,t1 ;Eσ(t1))
⊗ Ṽt2,t3)

= θ∗F,t1+t2+t3Vt1,t2+t3(θF,t1 ⊗ θF,t2+t3)[1L2(F,µF,t1 ;Eσ(t1))
⊗ (θ∗F,t2+t3Vt2,t3(θF,t2 ⊗ θF,t3))]

= θ∗F,t1+t2+t3Vt1,t2+t3(θF,t1 ⊗ (θF,t2+t3θ
∗
F,t2+t3

Vt2,t3(θF,t2 ⊗ θF,t3)))

= θ∗F,t1+t2+t3Vt1,t2+t3(θF,t1 ⊗ (Vt2,t3(θF,t2 ⊗ θF,t3)))

= θ∗F,t1+t2+t3Vt1,t2+t3(1Qτ (t1) ⊗ Vt2,t3)(θF,t1 ⊗ (θF,t2 ⊗ θF,t3))

(2.23)
= θ∗F,t2+t2+t3Vt1+t2,t3(Vt1,t2 ⊗ 1Qτ (t3))((θF,t1 ⊗ θF,t2)⊗ θF,t3)
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= θ∗F,t2+t2+t3Vt1+t2,t3((Vt1,t2(θF,t1 ⊗ θF,t2))⊗ θF,t3)

= θ∗F,t2+t2+t3Vt1+t2,t3((θF,t1+t2θ
∗
F,t1+t2

Vt1,t2(θF,t1 ⊗ θF,t2))⊗ θF,t3)

= θ∗F,t2+t2+t3Vt1+t2,t3(θF,t1+t2 ⊗ θF,t3)[(θ
∗
F,t1+t2

Vt1,t2(θF,t1 ⊗ θF,t2))⊗ 1L2(F,µF,t3 ;Eσ(t3))
]

= Ṽt1+t2,t3(Ṽt1,t2 ⊗ 1L2(F,µF,t3 ;Eσ(t3))
).

Therefore the bundle {L2(F, µF,t) ⊗ Eσ(t)}t>0 becomes a subproduct system when

endowed with the family of operators {Ṽs,t | s, t > 0}.Moreover, it follows from (4.100)

that {θF,t}t>0 is an isomorphism from the subproduct system {L2(F, µF,t)⊗Eσ(t)}t>0

to Qτχ = {Qτχ(t)}t>0. The theorem is proved.

�
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